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Storytime is designed to help adults sleep better.I have chosen this beautiful old classic story
"The Secret Garden" because it is soothing to read. I have, however shortened the chapters, to
make them a more optimal length to read before sleep and I have added illustrations.Storytime
is designed to encourage your body to drop into a deeper and more restorative sleep.

"[The] diet sensation of the decade."—Daily Mirror, UK"[McKeith's] no-nonsense weight-loss
plan has produced real results."—Now, UKAbout the AuthorGILLIAN MCKEITH, Ph.D., is the
internationally acclaimed clinical nutritionist and director of the renowned McKeith Research
Centre in London. Her extensive clientele includes professional and Olympic athletes, members
of the royal family, and famous celebrities. Dr. Gillian is the presenter of You Are What You Eat, a
smash hit prime-time TV show in the UK, and the author of the number-one bestselling book You
Are What You Eat, which is now being translated into other languages around the world. She is
also the author of Living Food for Health, Gillian McKeith's Food Bible, Slim for Life, and You Are
What You Eat Cookbook, among others. Raised in Scotland, Gillian now travels extensively,
giving lectures and seminars to packed audiences.
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Banjo, “Perfect Addition To The Audio Series. I came across Dr Caroline's audio readings of The
Secret Garden to help me sleep - and became absolutely fascinated by this story in the
process.I can't believe I had never read it before now!I thoroughly enjoyed reading the book as
an addition to Dr Caroline's relaxing Storytime Readings.”

The book by Gillian McKeith has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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